HMT Höfer Metall Technik Signs Service agreement for
Extrusion Presses with SMS Group

H

MT Höfer Metall Technik,
based in Hettstedt,
Germany, has signed a service
contract with the Technical Service
of SMS group for its 25-MNHybrEx® and its 18-MN-GIA
extrusion press. With this contract,
HMT aims to increase productivity,
assure quality and enhance
production security and reliability.
The concept for the comprehensive
service package has been developed
in close cooperation with HMT. The
package specifically includes equipment
checks, alignment checks, inspections for
cracks as well as optimizations of the
hydraulic and control systems.
During equipment checks, SMS group
service specialists will examine the
condition of the plants and discuss the
results directly on site with HMT. The
customer will be provided a detailed
report laying out maintenance and repair
recommendations and − should the
examination reveal the need − a quote for
spare parts or consultation about
modernization measures.
The alignment checks will involve
measurements of the geometric alignment
of the extrusion presses. The correct

alignment is the basis for a consistently
high-quality extruded product.
By having crack inspections
performed, HMT prevents unforeseen line
stops and achieves higher security of
production. The Technical Service
specialists of SMS group know the most
critical and most severely stressed areas
of the plant components. This knowledge
allows them to take a pinpoint approach to
maintenance and service. In case of a
failure, recommendations for action can
be immediately derived.
Optimizations of the hydraulic and
control systems ensure that HMT will
operate the presses at a consistently high
level of productivity. Optimization
measures will be aimed at reducing nonproductive times and eliminating pressure

Dr. Gabriele Galante MD of IMF 1942-2018 passed away

D

r. Gabriel Galante MD of IMF,
Italy and President of
CEMAFONE Europe passed away. He
was a leading manufacturer of foundry
equipments.
On 12th July the Italian businessman
Gabriele Galante died after a short disease
at the age of 76 years.
Galante was born on 16 March 1942
in a business family, he studied at the
Technical Institute OMAR of Novara and
then he took over the family business
instead of his father. In 1972 he founded
the company IMF and developed the
business with succeses and subsequently
founded new production units in Czech
Republic (1996); France (1999); China

(1999) and Brazil (2003).
He was President of AMAFOND
and CEMAFON for many years and part
of the Confindustria International
Business Technical Committee. Until
last he was the CEMAFON Honorary
President.
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shocks.
HMT operates one of the most
modern extrusion press shops in
Germany, offering a wide range of
extruded high-quality profiles and
downstream processing capacities.
Christian Schwarz, Managing
Director of HMT: “Our maintenance
processes have a strong focus on
product quality, productivity and
reliability of production. We
constantly strive to sophisticate this
approach. This is why we have devised a
service concept together with SMS group
that perfectly meets our individual needs.
SMS group is the perfect partner for us as
it has the necessary technological
expertise to support us in planning and
implementing our maintenance activities.
We look forward to working with SMS
group as a team in mastering this
challenging task.”

Vesuvius join forces with
Sapotech Oy on innovative
new data processing technology

V

esuvius PLC has taken a
strategic stake in Sapotech Oy, a
Finland based technology company.
Sapotech has developed a suite of vision
products around their “Reveal Platform”,
which allows for data to be captured,
viewed, analysed, stored and shared
between different processes and users
across a metallurgical production line.
As such it complements Vesuvius’ role
in adding value to customer processes in
the same end markets. In parallel with this
direct participation in the future of Sapotech,
Vesuvius will distribute, under an
exclusive arrangement, Sapotech’s Reveal
product range through the Vesuvius
network in Central Europe, Asia and the
Americas, helping Sapotech to expand
and accelerate their market development.
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